
 

2019 Frontline Conference Sessions 

 

Managing Stress in Public Transit: This course specifically looks at the dangers of stress and how to 
identify the warning signs. Informs participants on ways to battle driver and frontline employee stress, 
explores individual reactions to negative stress and its effects on physical and mental well-being. - RLS 
and Associates 

Combating Fatigue on the Job: Discover new ways to combat fatigue and explore individual reactions to 
fatigue and its effect on physical and mental well-being. – RLS and Associates 

What’s new in CDL Regulations: Keep up to date on the new drug testing panel regulations-what they 
are testing for and why, learn about the new diabetes guidelines and existing sleep apnea regulations. 
Have a question? Ask the doctor directly! - Rick Barber and Dr. David May 

Verbal De-escalation: This class teaches the gentle art of persuasion to gain somebody’s compliance. 
This is done by using calm language, communication techniques and defusing or re-directing the 
emotional person with words. Verbal de-escalation teaches today’s workforce the value of having a 
relationship with co-workers and customers and the power of controlling the emotional person with 
words to quickly gain control of an explosive situation. In this training you will learn: you have a choice 
in conflict, managing yourself first is a must, the 5 don’t of de-escalation, 7 stages of an escalating event, 
how to read non-verbal clues, and how to quickly gain cooperation. -Henry Reyna 

Passengers with Autism: Characteristics and Challenges: What is autism? What is the best way to 
handle passengers with autism? Let an expert from CMH walk you through the characteristics of autism 
and how to handle the challenges that may arise.  -Mary Schrier, CMH 

Human Trafficking Class: Around the country, and right here in Michigan, men, women and children are 
forced into prostitution, domestic servitude and other labor for little or no pay. Our children are 
especially at risk, a staggering number of human trafficking cases involve the sexual exploitation of a 
child. The Michigan State police will hold a session to raise awareness, teach you what to look for and 
what to do if you suspect a passenger of needing help. Trooper, Corey Hebner- MSP 

Customer Service from the Inside Out: Employees either serve customers directly or they serve 
someone else that does.  It is critical for superior service to begin within the walls of your 
organization.  This presentation illustrates essential elements for improving internal customer service 
and helps employees realize we are customers to each other. -Sharon Miller 

Bus Evacuation: This session is a hands-on demonstration on what to do if your bus is on fire or 
experiencing heavy smoke. Learn how to navigate through the emergency and get all passengers and 
driver out safely. -Brian Draper 



Defensive Driving: An entertaining and interactive approach to learn how to become a defensive driver 
and avoid distractions on the road. -Mark Watson 

Civilian Response to Active Shooter: Learn what to do as a civilian if you were to encounter an active 
shooter inside the transit or on a bus. The Manistee County Sherriff’s office will walk you through these 
scenarios and teach you how to keep yourself and others safe. -Brian Gutowski 

Accident Investigation for Drivers: This class focuses on what to do if you get into an accident and what 
to take note of while you are waiting for the police to arrive. -Tim Robbins, MCRASH 

Practical Technology Solutions for Public Transit:  *Supervisor Level Session* Many transit agencies 
have a small technology budget and IT department, if they have one at all. So, how are you able to stay 
competitive and up to date? In this session, we’ll give practical examples of tools you can use, and ways 
to keep you up to date without a large IT staff or budget. We will share lots of examples of what others 
are doing in the industry and give examples of how you can start to implement a simple technology 
plan. -Aaron Stahl 

Roadeo Preparation for Aspiring Competitors: *Friday Full Day Session* Ever wonder what it’s like to 
participate in the State or National Roadeo? Get an inside look at what to expect and how to dominate 
the course! This class is designed to help drivers prepare for the State and National Roadeo. In addition, 
this course is an excellent driver training for testing and improving drivers’ skills and knowledge in the 
four areas of competition, including pre-trip inspection, wheelchair securement, the driving course, and 
the written test. - RLS and Associates 

PC Trans: Friday Dispatching Session: Hands on for less experienced dispatchers and those who train 
and/or manage them- full day session. Saturday Dispatching Sessions: Setting Up/Maintaining Contracts 
and Fares, Analysis and Operation Reporting, Vehicle Maintenance and inspections- alerts, reporting 
with or without tablets. -Traci Tribley 

RouteMatch: Friday Dispatch Sessions: Scheduling Module Overview, Manual Scheduling, Scheduling 
with RSE, Dispatching Module Overview, Making Same-Day Changes, Dispatching and Tablets. Saturday 
Dispatch Sessions: One-on-one time with RouteMatch consultants to answer your questions  

Maintenance Paperwork- Best Practices to Pass Your Triennial Review:  Want to keep your 
maintenance shop in compliance with current MDOT/FTA regulation? Then this is the class for you! This 
class will cover the best practices for keeping all your maintenance records in order so you pass your 
triennial review with flying colors. -Kevin Wassom 

Choosing the Right Alternative Fuel for your Fleet: -Explore alternative fueling options and their 
benefits- Ronny Martinez 

 


